Books Received

GENERAL


THE POLITICAL ECONOMY OF INTERNATIONAL OIL AND THE UNDERDEVELOPED COUNTRIES, by Michael Tanzer. Boston: Beacon Press, 1969. Pp. x, 435. Cloth: $12.50. Subject: An appraisal of the influence of oil on the economic life of underdeveloped countries, which are dependent upon imported oil. This book analyzes the structure and policies of international oil companies and examines the diverse political influences on their activities. It treats in detail the oil policy of India as an example of the problem of government versus private (foreign) ownership of oil companies.

processing and human assessors and possible state legislative reform, including Hawaii's Land Use Law in its relation to the property tax.

STUDIES IN SUBSTANTIVE TAX REFORM, edited by Arthur B. Willis. Chicago: American Bar Foundation and Southern Methodist University, 1969. Pp. xv, 183. Cloth: $5.00; Paper: $2.50. Subject: A report of a pilot project of the American Bar Association on substantive tax reform, which demonstrates the feasibility of employing the computer as a major research tool in the field of income tax reform. The work is replete with graphs and charts detailing the results of the study.

THE TASKS OF PENOLOGY, edited by Harvey S. Perlman and Thomas B. Allington. Lincoln, Nebraska: University of Nebraska Press, 1969. Pp. viii, 241. Cloth: $7.95. Subject: A compilation of twelve articles which discuss the various problems of criminal correction. This book describes the modern concepts underlying correctional law and offers recommendations for improving the rehabilitative function of the correctional system and predicts future developments in this system, including innovations in sentencing procedures.

TAX PROBLEMS OF NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS, edited by George D. Webster. New York: Journal of Taxation, Inc., 1968. Pp. vi, 265. Cloth: $9.50. Subject: A review of the tax problems facing charitable, educational and other nonprofit organizations. The work, consisting of articles by twelve lawyers, CPA's, and governmental officials, is an outgrowth of papers prepared for the American University's Annual Conference on Tax Problems of Nonprofit Organizations. It stresses current tax problem areas, such as leases, insurance programs and political expenditures, as well as current legislative developments in the area of nonprofit organizations.


CASEBOOK

CRIMINAL JUSTICE ADMINISTRATION, MATERIALS AND CASES, by Frank J. Remington, Donald J. Newman, Edward L. Kimball, Marygold Melli, and Herman Goldstein. Indianapolis: The Bobbs-Merrill Co., 1969. Pp. xlvi, 1504. Cloth: $15.00. Subject: An examination of the systems of criminal and juvenile justice administration. The book illustrates the operation of the criminal justice system by presenting fact situations which have been drawn from the field reports of the American Bar Foundation Survey of the Administration of Criminal Justice. It discusses the legislative, judicial and administrative responsibility for policy making in the administration of criminal justice. There is an express de-emphasis of appellate cases in favor of illustrative fact situations in this casebook designed for use in an advanced criminal law course.
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